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Origin of the Term, Leapfrogging

Leapfrogging and Window of Opportunity = Neo-Schumpeterian concept

(Perez and Soete 1988)

“Techno-economic paradigm change = a window of opportunity for late-comers

-> to bypass investment into the old paradigm to jump into the new paradigm 
and thereby leapfrog”  and to be a new leader in the new era

Example: Digital paradigm as window of opportunity for Korea (Samsung) to catch 
up with Japan (Sony) who were the leader with analogue paradim

Definition)   Leapfrogging 
= latecomers doing something new, ahead of the forerunners 

(and thereby leap over the incumbent)



Latecomers 

to Fly on a Balloon (=Leapfrogging)

when the Ladder is Kicked Away”

(Lee, 2019, Art of Economic Catch-up)

-> Latecomers can still catch up with their forerunners 
by taking detours (e.g., capability building)

and then flying on a balloon (leapfrogging),
out of windows of opportunity,

even when the ladder to rich economy is kicked way,



Leapfrogging, Why and for What?

Why need it? 
- as you get closer to frontier, difficult to expect tech. transfer from the 

incumbent
- detours are not enough to bring in radical changes in industrial leadership

• 2 benefits from Leapfrogging

1) A way to overcome IPR barriers,
- no need to rely on IPR held by the incumbents
- IPR tend to reside in public domains (academia) during the transition period ; 

or no dominant IPR holders

2) A way to avoid direct competition with incumbent
by entering new markets ahead of incumbents



CDMA 

(Korea + 

Qualcomm)

Analogue 

(Motorola)

GSM (Nokia)



Pre-conditions and Risks for Leapfrogging: 
1) Leapfrogging vs. Long jump (Hidalgo 2017) in product space ;
-- intra- and inter-sector leapfrogging
the latter (intra-sector) leapfrogging is a jump not to different sectors/spaces 
but to different generations of technologies within the same sectors;

• So, less difficult than long jumps to different, unrelated sectors
But need to have built up, sector-specific capabilities

In other words, You got to have strong “Wings” to fly 
; otherwise, you might fall through the ‘windows’, rather than fly.

cf) Product space literature: less concern for entry barrier and competition upon entry:
not all the neighboring spaces are feasible to enter; => entry possibility: short cycle matter;
- Leapfrogging =another way of avoiding competition with incumbent 

2)  Need to take care of the 2 Risks (Lee et al 2005). 
A) risk of choice among alternative technologies;
B) existence of initial markets
=> government activism is called for,  unless you have patient capital (Mazukato)



When to try leapfrogging;
not everyday but on a good weather

• As we cannot fly balloons everyday 

but have to wait for a good weather (window of opportunity);

-- leapfrogging; a higher chance for success when there emerged disruptive innovations;

- otherwise, the incumbents would prevail under the existing paradigm

eg) change from Analogue to digital technology: 

window for Korea to leap over Japan: eg HD TV (Japan) to digital TV (Korea)

Q: Why higher chance for success?

1) everybody is beginner, starting at the same start line

2) some incumbent fall into the trap /lock-in with current technologies, rather than bother to 
switch to new ones (given their superiority/productivity with current technologies)

=> Lee & Malerba, Research Policy 2017: Catch-up Cycles & Changes in the Industry Leadership:
roles of the diverse Windows of opportunity;

-- not only tech. window but demand and gov’t windows



More frequent disruption in short cycle tech. sectors:
Russia’s average cycle time getting shorter; similar to China;

short cycles sectors are niche for emerging countries (Lee 2013) 



Leapfrogging & Catch-Up Cycles (leadership changes): 
Lee & Malerba (2017): 

3 Windows of Opportunity, 3 strategies,  3 Cycles

Each cycle is that of a leading firm or a collection of firms in a 
nation;  -> a new cycle replacing an old cycle  

Super-cycle=



Events/
Time

Cell 
Phones

Memory Camera Jets Steel Wines

Event (1) 1998 1982 Mid 1960s 1995 1980 Mid 1990s*

USA 
(Motorola)
-> Finland

(Nokia)

USA →

Japan
Germany 
→ Japan

SLR camera

Netherlands → C
anada

(Fokker →

Bombardier)

USA →

Japan
Rise of 

New World
(USA, 

Australia,)

Event (2) 2012 1993 1980s 2005 1998 Mid 2000s

Finland 
(Nokia)

Korea (Samsung)

Japan→

Korea
No change
(Digital SLR

camera)

Canada To
Brazil

(Embraer)

Japan 
(Nippon steel
→Korea (Posco)

Return of 
Old World
(Italy, etc)

Event(3) By today Mid 2010s*

No 
Change=

Korea
leader

rise of new
entrants

(Mirrorless
camera)

Interval 
years?

14 11 50 or so 10 18 10

Total No of events = 14; Events with leadership change = 11
(including 2 substantial rise: Wine1, Camera3); 

Event without leadership change = 2; Returning of the old = 1

Leadership changes in 6 sectors (Lee and Malerba 2017);
Leapfrogging involved in most cases



Leapfrogging/stage-skipping  in all 11 cases of leadership change;
=> not sufficient but necessary condition for leadership change

1) stage-skipping (3 cases): 

eg) memory chips to adopt emerging generations technologies;

steel in Korea to adopt latest tech.

2) Leapfrogging 1= radical, endogenous innovations

5 cases: cell phones in Nokia vs. Motorola; 

mirrorless camera in 2000s; 

Jets in Canada/Brazil; Wines by new worlds

3) Leapfrogging 2: adoption and follow on innovations:

3 cases; steel in Japan (BOF method) vs. US steel

Samsung to adopt Android vs.  Nokia

Camera in Japan to adopt SLR & improve vs. German



Variations of Technological Leapfrogging
1) Compared with the Path of the Incumbent (Lee and Lim 2001)

a) Stage-skipping in a given trajectory

b) Path-creating into a new trajectory

cf) Path-following Catch-up

2) Two variations of Path-creating Leapfrogging (Lee and Ki 2017)

a) Follow-on Innovation-based Leapfrogging

b) Radical innovation-based Leapfrogging

3) Inter- vs. Intra-sectoral leapfrogging (Lee 2019)

a) Intra-sector (across generations of tech; less risky)

b) Inter-sector (cf. Long jump across prod space; more risky)

leapfrogging in GVC: OEM to OBM (cf) via ODM)



Different Leapfrogging for Different Types of Firms:
Startup vs. Incumbents (Leader, follower, laggards) 

a) startups typically try path-creating leapfrogging 
(often follow-on innovation, or business model innovation)

b) follower with some experiences and absorptive capacity ; 
-- likely to meet preconditions; thus can try stage-skipping 

but with risks in mind ( so need P-P joint R&D; gov’t support)
c) laggard should first build capability (taking detours) 

and try to upgrade by moving into higher ends segment of GVC
--taking 3 detours : imitation (loose IPR), building local values chains (not GVC);

and getting into short cycle tech. (not long cycle)

=>latecomers’ advantage 2.0 
= Trying new Bus. Model innovation adopting 4IR tech without paying for R&D
cf) latecomer advantage 1.0 

= Installing mature fixed capital at lower costs without paying for R&D 



eFish = A Startup in Indonesia:
Using IoT for fish farming  (feeding)

• Founded in 2013, eFishery is one of the first “fishtech” start-ups in Indonesia.

• It provides an IoT solution for fish and shrimp farming businesses.

- feeding costs account for around 80 per cent of total xpenses;

- feeding is inefficiently carried out by unskilled labour

• eFish- created a device that enables automated feeding of stock in fish farms, which

results in reducing feeding costs, better feed performance, fish growth, water quality

- reduce the amount of feed used by farmers by around 21 per cent.

• Ranked first in start-up competitions. : raised 5.2 million$ in total funding.

- to become a platform: connects the entire ecosystem of fish farming

• Impact on Indonesia’s aquaculture industry;

-- help enhance the lives of more than 3.3 million Indonesian fish farmers;

- 3.3 million fishponds and 2.7 million fish farms: big industry;



Two aspects of incumbent trap/WoO and Policy framework

a) Traditional aspects:  advanced economies vs. Emerging Economies

(the former into incumbent trap/lock-in with old tech)

b) New aspect:

WoO for Startups/new entrants vs. incumbent firms in EEs

(the latter into incumbent trap or lock-in/ complacent)

* Policy framework: Vertical ( target sector/firms) vs horizontal intervention

new digital infrastructure = (public) clouds, big data; online, hi-tech & 

hi-touch education system for upskilling of labor force; mobile banking and 

crowd funding;   

cf) 3IR era = high speed internet
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Now Another Paradigm Shift = Best Time for Leapfrogging 

1) New Energy Revolution (Renewable Energies)
to replace fossil-fuel

2)  4th Industrial Revolution =Fusion of Technologies (IT, BT, NT,) 

-> already happening;
“former latecomers are no more latecomers”

eg) 1) Solar thermal heating in China
- Rural area bypassed the stage of gas or electricity based heating but solar thermal heating. 

2) Bio-Ethanol and Bio-Diesel in Brazil
(EMBRAPA: soils suitable for sugar cane cultivation

3) Burkina Faso:  developed insect-resistant GM cotton that has significant reduced the amount of 
insecticides; skipped the first generation of GM cotton for second generation 

4) Keyna: M-Pesa (mobile banking); M-copa (Solar energy for rural )



Stage-skipping and Leapfrogging in 
the Environmental Kuznets Curve

Source: adapted from Assefa (2011)



Figure 1-3. Art and Paradox of Economic Catch-up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Capability Failure 

Firm Size Failure 

IPR Barrier 

3 Capability Detours 

Imitative Innovation > Creative Innovation 

Short Cycle Technology > Long Cycle Technology 

Domestic Value Chain > GVC 

Firm Growth Detour 

Flying on a Balloon 

(Leapfrogging) 

Big Businesses by Business Groups 

3 Catch-up Paradoxes 

1)  To be similar,  

be different 

2) Detour, faster than a 

straight road 

3) Fly out of widows  

or fall through windows 

=> A Comprehensive Theory of Catch-up (Lee 2019)
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